WL 50 Professional Wheel Loader, 4.8t
Item Number: 0620592

WL 50
Impressive in every area
>> The WL 50 offers high payloads to provide
better breakout force and lifting capacities. Its
ergonomic design enhances operator comfort
and improves productivity. Operating elements,
including a multifunctional single lever control
and an additional lever for third control circuit,
are conveniently arranged next to the driver's
seat for easy operation. Driver's cab features
excellent visibility and an infinitely adjustable
steering column. The driver's platform is side
tilting for easy access and serviceability. This
unit features a hydraulically operated centrallyarticulated pendulum steering system. The WL
50 provides a tight turning radius for added
maneuverability in small areas. Download
product info WL 50 pdf 370kb <<

Additional Advantages
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Efficient operation where engine efficiency reduces operating costs
Higher payloads provide better break-out force and lifting capacity
Ergonomic design with operator comforts that improve productivity
Higher resale value as compared to alternative skid steer loaders
Operating elements arranged ergonomically next to the driver's seat; multi-functional singlelever control;
additional lever for 3rd control circuit
Vibration-dampened ROPS (Roll Over Protection System) and FOPS (Falling Object Protection System)
located on the rear frame. (Some models feature fully enclosed cab.)
Excellent visibility; infinitely adjustable steering column; platform is side tilting for better serviceability
PZ-combination lift frame and universal coupler system
Hydraulically operated centrally-articulated pendulum steering
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Description

Metric

Imperial

Engine Type
Engine Power (at 2800 rpm)*
Speed
Bucket capacity

Deutz - BF4M 2011
56 kW

75 hp

0 - 20 km/h

0 - 12.4 mph

0.75 m³

0.98 yd³

Drive

Hydrostatic all-wheel drive with automotive control

Axles

Outboard planetary axles - rigid

Differential lock
Brakes
Standard tires

100% electric-hydraulic switchable front and rear axle
Hydrostatic drive and hub brake with braking-inching pedal, operating on all 4 wheels
405/70-18 EM (earthmoving)

Overall length

5414 mm

213 in

Max. height of bucket pivot

3336 mm

131 in

Max. dump height

2569 mm

101 in

Height of cab

2602 mm

103 in

Inside turning radius

1546 mm

61 in

Outside turning radius

3908 mm

154 in

Operating weight

4835 kg

Total width, standard

1840 mm

Hydraulic pump flow

64 lpm

System pressure

10660 lb
73 in
17 gpm

210 bar

3046 psi

Hydraulic lifting capacity

4428 kg

9761 lb

Breake-out force

3499 kg

7713 lb

Tipping load with bucket

3116 kg

6870 lb

Tipping loads with bucket (articulated)

2544 kg

5608 lb

Tipping loads with pallet fork (straight)

2589 kg

5708 lb

Tipping loads with pallet fork (articulated)

2116 kg

4665 lb

Standard Package - WL 50
includes operator's manual and parts book
Please refer to our Price List and Ordering Guide for complete accessory information.
Specifications may change due to continuous product development. Users are advised to consult Wacker Neuson's Operator's Manual and
website for specific information regarding the engine power rating. Actual power output may vary due to conditions of specific use.
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